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Who We Are…

We descended upon the Ottawa Marriott on the
Thursday before the last weekend of November,
2005.  As it turned out, it was the weekend before
the federal Parliament was dissolved and another
election campaign launched. There were 144 of us,
invited by Canadian Policy Research Networks, and
randomly recruited by a professional polling firm.

In the midst of winter’s first snowstorm, we arrived
by plane, train, bus and car from across the country
– remote northern hamlets, inner city
neighbourhoods, small towns, coastal communities
and prairie farms. Some of us had been travelling
for over a day, others just hopped a bus in Ottawa.
And sadly some missed out because Mother Nature
wreaked havoc with their travel plans. Some of us
had never been to the nation’s capital before; others
were experiencing our first flight!

We are a diverse lot who were randomly selected –
a mosaic of Canadian young people between the
ages of 18 and 25, about evenly matched male to
female. Our mosaic looks like this: full-time students
in college or university, students combining work
and school, employers, employees, unemployed
workers, PhDs, entrepreneurs, some have
disabilities, some have children, some are teachers,
some are still in high school, and some have left
school before graduating.  Among us are people who
are First Nations and Inuit, those whose families
have been in Canada for many generations, and
those who are new to this country. We speak French,
English and many other languages. We are
introverts, extroverts, musicians, poets, athletes,
thinkers and doers.

Preface

Diverse as we are, we shared a curiosity to see what
this ‘dialogue about Canada’ was all about. Each of
us had received a call from out of the blue, inviting
us to participate and some of us were a bit sceptical
whether it was for real. Over the course of three and
a half days together we experienced the power of
drumming, the excitement of Gatineau night life,
toured Parliament Hill and the new Canadian War
Museum, talked with some Canadian war veterans,
kibitzed, listened, agreed and disagreed, and created
the Young People’s Party of Canada.  We worked
harder than we thought possible. We learned a lot
from each other and were surprised at how much we
have in common (and yes – we ate a lot, too). We
began our dialogue as strangers but by the time we
sang O’ Canada at the close we felt a strong sense of
belonging to the Canadian community and also a
strong awareness of our responsibilities as global
citizens.

We were aided in our discussions by a group of great
facilitators – many of whom were our age and
experiencing dialogue for the first time.  We were
joined for the last part of our dialogue by 40 leaders
from the public, private and not-for-profit sectors.
Their advice and experience helped us to deepen our
vision and sharpen our recommendations.

The vision and action plan, written by CPRN on our
behalf, is the product of our work. It is not a finished
product to be put on a shelf, but a work in progress
that requires all of us as Canadians, both young and
old, people in our governments, communities and
businesses – to play our part in making Canada what
we want it to be.
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In November of 2005, 144 of us – randomly selected
youth between the ages of 18 and 25 – met in Ottawa
for a three and a half day dialogue and summit
organized by Canadian Policy Research Networks
(CPRN). The challenge was to determine the kind
of Canada we, the youth of Canada, want. Over the
course of our dialogue we discussed in detail what
we value about Canada and what we would like to
change. This is our vision. We worked with CPRN,
youth and older facilitators, decision makers and
experts to turn our vision into an action plan that
includes recommendations in five key areas:
learning, work, health, environment and citizenship.
We then outlined key roles and responsibilities of
governments, businesses, community organizations,
and citizens, including youth, to take the action plan
forward. This is the Canada we want and that we
are prepared to work towards.

The Canada we want to help build is compelling
and ambitious. It is one where:

• More is expected of citizenship and citizens
are taken seriously.

• Everyone in society (citizens, students,
workers, employers, educators, businesses,
politicians) accepts responsibility to
contribute to a more equitable, sustainable,
healthier and more knowledgeable society.

• All Canadians can access quality public
services that meet national standards and
also address provincial/territorial needs.

• People don’t face barriers in education,
work and health care when they move
across provincial/territorial boundaries.

• Our two official languages and our
multicultural character are embraced and
we have the ability to communicate with
ease across cultural communities.

• We value diversity among Canadians while
reinforcing our common bonds of
citizenship.

• We take a long-term view of what’s needed
and are prepared to invest in tomorrow as
well as today.

Executive Summary

The values that underpin our vision include:
• Accountability/Responsibility: All actors in

society accept responsibility for their actions
and remain accountable to each other in
Canada and globally, demonstrating honesty
and ethics in all spheres.

• Long Term Sustainability and Prevention:
Decisions take into account international and
intergenerational impacts, with an integrated
approach that values long term needs and
immediate investment to prevent future
problems.

• Equity: National standards ensure quality of
life and equality of opportunity, reduction of
poverty and the gap between rich and poor,
with particular attention to those facing the
highest barriers including disabled persons,
Aboriginals, and newcomers.

• Efficiency: Efficient use of resources in our
education, work, health and environment
sectors that ensures both sustainability and
productivity in a competitive global
marketplace.

Our Common Vision

During the dialogue we addressed four specific policy
areas – learning, work, health and environment,
applied our values and deepened our vision for those
areas. We also talked a lot about the role of citizens
and our vision for the kind of democracy we need to
achieve the Canada we want. We discovered many
common elements and they are summarized here.

Learning: no one is left behind: post secondary
studies, including university, college, vocational,
trades training and informal learning are available to
all.  We value lifelong learning and all pathways from
learning to work. There is an integrated, coordinated
and high quality system of learning in place that
adheres to national standards and allows us to move
freely across the country for education, training and
jobs.
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Work: we have high quality workplaces and higher
minimum wages linked with wage supplements and
health benefits, strong employment standards that are
enforced. We support entrepreneurship and small
businesses. We match labour market needs with supply,
giving students and workers the best available
information. Canada’s fair system of evaluating and
qualifying foreign professional and trade credentials
enables newcomers to contribute their skills and make
better lives for themselves and their families.

Health: we have a high quality, common standard of
health care services. There is a strong emphasis on
prevention: we invest more resources to keep the
population physically and mentally healthy. Our health
system is sustainable: it operates on the basis of long-
term, integrated and coordinated planning. We make
better choices in diet, exercise and lifestyle and we have
better access to recreational facilities and physical
activities.

Environment: we take a holistic, long-term view of the
environment, thinking of today and generations to come.
Our governments, the private sector, community
organizations and individuals share responsibility to
protect our environment both at home and abroad.
Canada is a world leader in environmentally friendly
practices, minimizing harm to the environment, and
supporting sustainable economies and a better quality
of life in developing countries.

Citizenship: we are well informed about public issues
and our governments seek out and respectfully engage
us. We are active in our communities and in public affairs
and our public institutions support us in these roles. Our
involvement takes many forms – volunteering, joining
interest groups and political parties, and protesting
where necessary. We take our responsibilities as global
citizens to heart, and our public policies reflect Canada’s
substantive role in furthering human rights, democracy
and justice in the world.

Key Actions

We developed key actions in each of the five policy areas.
These are discussed in greater detail in the Action Plan
and companion research reports, including how to carry
each forward and the roles and responsibilities needed
for each action.

Learning:
• Reorient our public education to reflect

a ‘right to learn’ and to promote life long
learning and citizenship. Bring schools
into the community and the community
into schools.

• Create a pan-Canadian system of
education with high quality common
standards and accreditation systems that
support the mobility of learners and
workers and improve labour market
efficiencies.

• Create accountable, higher quality,
student-centred and relevant education,
with particular attention to those left
behind.

• Increase access to and quality of post-
secondary education for all qualified
students.

• Improve and promote alternative, non-
university pathways to learning and jobs.

Work:
• Develop, publicize and enforce common

(and higher) employment standards
across Canada.

• Increase minimum wages (employers)
and provide wage supplements and
health benefits for lower waged workers
(governments).

• Promote higher quality work-places that
encourage healthy work-life balance and
provide opportunities for skills
upgrading and job training.

• Promote and support small business and
entrepreneurship work options for young
people.

• Enable mobility of workers across
Canada, including removing barriers
facing foreign trained workers.

Health:
• Establish and enforce common standards

for quality health care across Canada and
increase accountability for health results.

• Reorient the health care system to
emphasize health promotions and
disease prevention and move to better
coordinated, multi-disciplinary, holistic
care, centred on the patient.
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• Improve public information and education
strategies to better support decision making
on health and lifestyle choices.

• Open up a national dialogue on how best
to sustain our publicly funded system
including a discussion on the roles of the
public and private sectors.

Environment:
• Governments, businesses and each

individual needs to make the environment
a priority and demonstrate leadership
through BOLD action. Canada needs an
environmental vision and the conviction to
be a global environmental leader.

• Demand more environmentally friendly
behaviours through a combination of better
enforcement of stronger regulations and
penalties, intelligent incentives and better
information to support informed decisions.

• Push our commitment to reduce, reuse and
recycle to a higher level and aggressively
invest in and use green technologies and
renewable energy.

• Price products and services that use non-
renewable resources to better reflect the true
costs of production and disposal.  Let’s
achieve zero waste in a generation. (ZWIG)

Citizenship:
• Ensure that our education system properly

equips us to become active citizens engaging
in political and civic life through a redesign
of civic education.

• Increase public trust in public leaders by
redefining the relationship between people
and politicians to encourage greater
transparency and accountability.

• Reform our democratic institutions and
practices to encourage intergovernmental
collaboration, greater citizen participation
and to make them reflective of our diversity.

• Take citizenship seriously and take citizens
seriously - citizenship is about rights and
responsibilities, not just freedoms and rights.

This Action Plan is just the beginning. It is a tool for
young people, decision makers and all Canadians to
use within their communities and beyond, to help
shape the Canada we want.

Source: David Hasbury, Graphic Facilitator, National Dialogue and Summit on Engaging Young Canadians,
November 2005. This drawing was co-created by David Hasbury and a group of volunteer facilitators and
participants with his guidance.  It reflects the dialogue discussions.  To view this and other graphics go
to http://www.cprn.org/en/static/summit-graphics/index.htm
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1 Introduction

CPRN asked us to bring our voices into Canada’s
national conversation about our shared future. This
Action Plan does just that – it sets out our vision for
the Canada we want to participate in creating. In it
we recommend actions to be taken by all of us:
individuals, businesses, community organizations
and governments. It documents our journey together
over three and a half days as we learned, discussed
and decided on what is most important to us.

In fact, our journey started before we arrived in
Ottawa. CPRN provided us with an advance
workbook containing key information on learning,
work, health and the environment (policies that
youth advisors had identified as especially
important) and an overview of how government
works in Canada. A second part supplied a series of
policy questions and possible actions to spark our
thinking in advance of our event. And CPRN
provided an online Forum that allowed us to share
some thoughts even before we arrived. The
workbook materials are all available for free on
CPRN’s Web site (www.cprn.org) as is this report.

We know that it will take all of us working together
to realize the changes we want to see in Canada. In
that spirit, our Action Plan is really a tool to support
us and others in contributing to a better Canada. It
is not the only tool created from our dialogue work.
There will be several in-depth papers dealing with
specific areas of our dialogue and CPRN will release
a companion research report that more fully explores
the implications of our action plan for decision

makers and for CPRN itself. CPRN’s report also
includes information on our demographics, on the
dialogue and summit methodology and results of the
questionnaires we completed. It is our hope that this
Action Plan and other tools that emerge from the
dialogue are put to excellent use by Canadians across
the country, young and not so young, in contributing
to a more engaged democracy.

In our quest for a better Canada, we took a moment
at the end of our dialogue to silently reflect on our
good fortune to live in a country where we are
supported to come together to discuss freely the kind
of future we want. We were all very aware that the
same cannot be said for millions of young people
around the planet.  While our country is not without
poverty and other injustices that must be addressed,
we are grateful and proud to be Canadian.

How this Report was Prepared

To prepare this report, CPRN undertook detailed
analysis of the dialogue transcripts, graphic
recordings, flip chart notes, presentations, and
detailed notes prepared by a team of researchers and
policy experts who observed and supported the
dialogue and summit. In February, CPRN circulated
a draft report to all dialogue participants for review
and comment. It was also circulated to the facilitation
and analyst teams, CPRN’s Advisory Committee on
Engaging Young Canadians, and others for their
review and comment. This final version incorporates
the feedback received from all of these reviewers.
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Our Vision

We – some 144 young people who participated in
the National Dialogue and Summit on Engaging
Young Canadians – have a compelling and ambitious
vision for the Canada we want to help build in the
areas of learning, work, health, environment and
citizenship. Some cross-cutting elements of that
vision are set out below. We flesh out this high level
vision in the pages that follow.

We want a Canada where:

Source: David Hasbury, Graphic Facilitator, National Dialogue and Summit on Engaging Young Canadians, November
2005. This drawing was co-created by David Hasbury and a group of volunteer facilitators and participants with his
guidance.  It reflects the dialogue discussions.  To view this and other graphics go to http://www.cprn.org/en/static/
summit-graphics/index.htm

2 Towards an Action Plan for our Future Canada
Guided by Our Vision and Values ...

• More is expected of citizens – citizenship
is taken seriously;

• Everyone in society (citizens, students,
workers, employers, educators,
politicians) accepts responsibility to
contribute to a more equitable,
sustainable, healthier, and more
knowledgeable society;

• Being Canadian means quality public
services that meet national standards,
and address provincial/territorial
needs, are available to all;

• People don’t face barriers in education,
work and health care when they move
across provincial or territorial borders;

• We embrace our two official languages
and our multicultural character and are
more able to communicate with ease
across cultural communities;

• We value diversity among Canadians
while reinforcing our common bonds of
citizenship (shared values).

• We take a long-term view of what’s
needed and are prepared to invest in
tomorrow as well as today.
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“We see Canada as a dynamic place to live in, full of
activism, participation and inclusion. We want the
government not to be something untouchable, but
rather a community in which we not only hear what
everyone has to say, but we truly listen and care
about issues relevant to our people. We want citizens
to know why they are paying taxes, to understand
how the system works and to have the chance to have
their voices heard in decision-making.”1

Democracy

1 All of the text in quotations is direct quotes of dialogue
participants.

In the course of our discussions we arrived at a set of
values to guide our vision and to help us identify priority
actions to move from vision to reality. We discovered
that we value our democracy as a public good in its own
right and we believe that it is through participating in
our democracy that we will get a stronger more unified
Canada, a Canada that reflects the important values we
identified and the vision that we articulated.

For us, a healthy democracy looks something like this:
• Parliament, legislatures and political parties are

more representative, open and inclusive. They reflect
our diverse make-up, address our needs, provide
more avenues for participation and are accountable
to us;

• People are engaged between elections working for
changes to improve their local, regional and national
communities;

• A population of critical thinkers with high levels of
civic literacy;

• Relevant, experiential civic education is integrated
into the curriculum and provided throughout
schooling;

• People take responsibility to inform themselves,
make better choices and engage in their
communities to contribute to a better society; and

• A more unified country with more points of
connection among people across our diverse regions.

The values that we used to guide our thinking
and that we want all of us – including decision
makers in the public and private sectors –  to
follow are set out in Table 1.

“Voting is …the most minimal form of
participation. We need to be informed… we
need more education… and more
participatory institutions.”

“I would like to see youth more active and
involved or concerned with Canadian
society. Being aware of something as simple
as voting is so important. Give up apathy!”

“Most people don’t really know how
government operates. This isn’t being
taught in the education system. Diagrams
are too distant – too generalized. People
need to be taught how the system works
and how they can influence it. They don’t
know who the person on the ballot is or how
the system works.

“Young people are not well represented
because the youth population has no
confidence in its representation.”
[translated from the French]

“A lot of people are discouraged… their
representatives aren’t listening because
youth don’t vote. People who call to
complain and set up meetings with the MP
are never young. Mechanisms are not being
used. Young people don’t understand how
they can get involved.”
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The above guiding values and our overall vision
weave through our deliberations about the kind of
Canada we seek in 4 policy areas: learning, work,

health and environment and in our discussions about
the kind of citizens we want to be. Table 2 summarizes
the key elements of our common vision.

Table 1: Guiding Values 
Accountability and 
Responsibility 
 

• All actors in society - governments, individuals, community, 
business - are accountable. We all have a role to play;  

• We accept responsibility for our actions and their 
consequences, both at home and abroad;  

• We all demonstrate honesty and ethics in public, private 
and personal spheres.  

Long Term Sustainability 
and Prevention  
  

• Decisions consider intergenerational and international 
dimensions (choices and investments made today affect 
tomorrow’s population; decisions taken in Canada affect 
other countries’ well being);  

• Decisions look beyond short term fixes for political 
expediency to address longer-term needs; 

• We are prepared to invest up front, to prevent problems; 
• We have a holistic approach that takes into account the 

inter-relationships among actions (e.g. learning - work – 
health - environment) at home and abroad. 

Equity  
 

• National standards give everyone a good quality of life and 
help to equalize opportunity (e.g. education, health);  

• We reduce poverty and the gap between the rich and the 
poor in Canada and abroad;  

• We give particular attention to those facing the biggest 
barriers: disabled persons, Aboriginal Canadians and 
newcomers. 

Efficiency  
 

• We are more efficient in how we manage and use our 
natural resources; 

• We have a more efficient and sustainable health care 
system;  

• Common, high quality, standards in education/training, 
employment standards, health services, environmental 
practices  - these all work to strengthen our global 
competitiveness;  

• Workers and students are able to move freely across the 
country for work or education; 

• Labour market needs better match supply and demand;  
• We facilitate foreign-trained workers’ accreditation to help 

address shortages in fields like health care and to increase 
productivity.    
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Table 2: Elements of our Common Vision

Policy Common Vision Elements 
Learning  
 
 

• Education is for life, not just for a job: we embrace life-long learning (early 
childhood, in high-school, post secondary education and on the job);  

• Access to post secondary education and training for all who qualify (based on 
willingness to learn not ability to pay); 

• Vocational, trades and technology paths are valued and supported (co-op 
placements, apprenticeships);    

• Students concentrate on learning rather than struggling to balance work and 
school due to financial need;  

• Evaluation and skills upgrading systems are in place for educators; 
• Canadians have more opportunities to travel across Canada, learn from each 

other and break down the barriers that separate us; and,  
• More of us can speak to each other in our two official languages, and other 

languages spoken in Canada. 
Work  
 
 

• Teamwork/collaborative approach (employers and employees) in workplaces 
that supports work/family/personal balance;   

• Employees are valued – not seen as easily replaceable;  
• Employers provide learning opportunities on the job; 
• Less low wage, low-quality work;  
• High quality child care program to support people with low-incomes to earn a 

decent living; 
• Small businesses and entrepreneurship supported and presented as attractive 

options; and,  
• Employment standards are known, respected and enforced. 

Health  
 
 

• Promotion of healthy lifestyles and prevention of disease is the first line of 
attack rather than treating illness;  

• People take more responsibility for their physical and mental health and are 
supported to make informed and better lifestyle choices – a healthier 
population;  

• Universal access to coordinated, integrated health care networks (rural/urban 
and north/south); 

• Many health disciplines work together to provide service oriented health care 
based on individuals’ needs; and, 

• Education about healthy living starts early and is reinforced in school, at 
home, at work and in the community. 

Environment  
 
 
 

• Canadians, our governments and businesses work in partnership to achieve a 
sustainable environment – we are all responsible; 

• We look at the long-term implications of our choices and actions and do what 
is right for this and future generations, both at home and globally; 

• We embrace and invest in renewable energy and green technologies;  
• Businesses and governments provide credible and accessible  information 

about environmental impacts of products and manufacturing processes; 
• We reduce our consumption and pay more for non-renewable goods, reflecting 

the true costs to society; and,  
• Canada is a global leader in sustainability and we share our knowledge and 

practices with the rest of the world.   
Citizenship  
 
 

• A population of critical thinkers who take responsibility for becoming 
informed; 

• Canadians are engaged in civic and political life; 
• We support each other within our communities, to improve the quality of life 

for everyone; 
• Parliaments and legislatures mirror the populations that they serve;  
• Our public institutions are more open and routinely engage Canadians for their 

ideas and contributions; 
• Balanced and accessible information and analysis on public issues is readily 

available to the public; and,  
• Governments (federal-provincial-municipal), businesses, community 

organizations and individuals accept their respective responsibilities and are 
accountable to each other. 
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3 Realizing Our Vision: Actions, Roles and
Responsibilities

As one dialogue participant in the closing
plenary discussion put it: “Anne Frank said:
No one need wait a single moment before starting
to change the world. We might only be Canada
but we can still do something. I want to make sure
everyone goes home with feeling that we have done
something.”

“I want a Canada that has EQUALITY in every
aspect, all over. National, not provincial,
territorial. I think that in order to get the Canada
we want, we all need to work for it. Ideas are good
but actions are better. I want Canadians to work
for a better nation not just sit around and whine
without any actions.”

“My dream for Canada would be for young people
to have a greater voice because we are the future,
not seniors. So I would like the government to
assist us more in fostering young people’s
awareness about taking an interest in our
country.” [translated from the French]

Our Vision…

In our Canada no one is left behind: post secondary
learning, including university, college, vocational,
trades training and informal learning is available to
all. Equally important: we value different pathways
to work including academic, vocational and
experiential learning. And there is an integrated,
coordinated and high quality system of learning in
place that provides national standards and allows
us to move freely across the country for education,
training and jobs.

Learning

Actions, Roles and Responsibilities…

Education for Life

“Right now it seems like high school students are
waiting to become part of society instead of already
being part of society. So it would be good if we
could involve our youth in society while they are
still in school.”

“Education for citizenship – the basic idea behind
that is to change the mindset of ‘school just for
learning to go into work and careers’, to ‘[school
for] being part of the community’ because everyone
has to be part of the community no matter what
you do in life…Schools can help communities,
communities can help schools. The system is too
insulated now and too separate from each other.”

“…the goal of education …you also have to be
creating a debate, what is good society, what’s a
bad society, what’s a good citizen, what’s a bad
citizen?”

“Better French education programs in English-
speaking provinces”… [English schools more
accessible for children of French [speaking]
parents.]” [translated from the French]

We approached learning from a multi-pronged
perspective conditioned by an over-arching belief that
education must be for life, not only for our formative
years. We have high expectations of our learning
institutions, educators, parents and ourselves.
Educational institutions are responsible for helping
to prepare us for life, not just for a job and we know
that our learning doesn’t stop when we leave school.
This is a core message that we reinforced throughout
our dialogue and summit. It is clear that while we
value learning in part because it helps us get a good
job, we are not satisfied with a one-dimensional
approach.

Education for life is much more than formal academic
learning: it should prepare us to see ourselves as
citizens within broader society. Preparation means a
lot more than formal book learning – we want our
schools to give us an appetite and the opportunity to
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be citizens. This means we need much more relevant
and experiential civics programs that start early and
continue throughout
school. Community
organizations have a role
to play in providing
venues for students to
volunteer in after-school
programs (arts, culture and recreation) and learn about
how communities work. We want schools to be in the
community and the community to be in the school. Many
of us also want community organizations, schools and
our families to help prepare us for parenthood.
Community organizations are well placed to offer tools,
resources and advice on effective parenting (for current
and future parents, especially lower-income parents who
face extra stress).

More Equitable Access to Post-secondary
Education

Students that qualify for post-secondary education
deserve to gain entry, regardless of their financial
circumstances. Governments, federal
and provincial/territorial, need to
invest more public dollars in student
loans and grants that cover the real cost
of tuition fees and living expenses.
Educational infrastructure and
supports also need more public
investments. Loans and grants should
be attached to individual students, not
institutions, so that our mobility is not restricted. Lots
of us are stressed, juggling work and school because we
need to earn income to cover our education and living

Loans and grants should be attached to
individual students not institutions so
that our mobility is not restricted.

costs. More generous tax incentives would help
families save more for their children’s education.

These public investments
make sense because an
educated population
benefits all of society not
just those being educated.
Business should also

contribute more by increasing the number and
size of scholarships and bursaries, especially for
lower-income students. If governments find that
they cannot reallocate existing funds for these
increased investments, then taxes (both personal
and corporate) may need to be increased, but on
the condition that funds flow to post secondary
education.

Valuing Different Learning Paths to
and at Work

Not everyone needs to go to university or college
– some of us are more oriented to, and more
comfortable with hands-on and practical learning
options. Our educational system, our parents, and
peers seem to devalue vocational trades

and technology
training, both at
the high school
level and beyond.
Society needs
trades, technology
and vocational
o c c u p a t i o n a l
workers but too

many of us are discouraged from pursuing this
path because of their perceived lower status and
peer/ family pressure. Families should become

Society needs trades, technology and
vocational occupational workers but too
many of us are discouraged from pursuing
this path because of their lower perceived
status and peer/family pressure.

We want schools to be in the community and
the community to be in the school.

“Depending on social status, there is not the same
education opportunities. The poorest (& regions) have
to go into debt to obtain a sufficient education level to
get a job ...  It’s easier for the wealthy. Solution:
…reduce the gap between poor and rich classes.”
[translated from the French]

“I would like the government to further assist us in
education so we can actually finish school without
having to get burned out working.” [translated from
the French]

“It is very important to value different ways
of learning. Learning is not just in an
academic institution ... we have to learn at
the workplace, we can learn through volunteer
or community work and we have to value that
as all part of formal and informal learning.
We have to shift our value base in terms of
trades, technology… all occupations are just
as valuable as those that require university.
… Everybody needs access to that learning
past the secondary level and so we need to
make the doors open and value those things,
recognize it and allow people to really fulfil
themselves and contribute to society.”
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more informed about, and open to, options other
than university and avoid automatically steering us
toward university. And high schools need to
significantly improve their career guidance services,
providing students with accurate and
comprehensive information and informed advice
about career options.

Ministries of education and high schools and
colleges should improve the quality of vocational,
trades and technology education, and provide good
bridging programs that allow students to move
across academic and vocational streams. Business
and community organizations must become more
active partners with schools to improve the quality
of training and offer more co-op placements,
internships and apprenticeships. Governments
should promote close linkages with employers
through tax and other incentive programs. Schools
in less advantaged areas are in even greater need of
these kinds of partnerships- business and
community groups must not neglect them in favour
of schools in affluent neighbourhoods.

More Relevant and Student Centred
Education

We want a more creative, relevant, more flexible and
consistently high standard of high school and post-
secondary education across Canada: one that values
the student and accommodates a variety of learning
styles and needs. We came up with the idea of a
universal portfolio system to replace transcripts for
high school students – it would include an
individual’s academic, volunteer and work
experiences, reflecting all the person’s skills and
abilities.

We don’t think that our educational institutions do a
good enough job of evaluating their programs.
Parents, students, community organizations, business
and educators should collaborate on the development
of a mandatory skills upgrading program and
evaluation system for educators. We want
information on how well schools are doing, including
information on what progress they have made in
addressing drop-out rates and improving the quality
of schooling.

Business and community organizations should also
support their local schools by providing mentorship
opportunities, computers and other equipment and
by supporting innovative school initiatives.
Innovative programs, like the New Brunswick
National Youth Ambassador program- through which
young graduates mentor high school students about
career options - should be extended and expanded
nationally to encourage students to pursue learning
and help reduce high school drop-out rates. Let’s have
more inter-provincial exchanges for young people -
both through schools and work – that would help us
learn more about our country.

Creating a National System of
Education

“Focus on education to allow for different learning
styles, as people are unique and don’t all best learn
through conventional methods. Don’t make a
person feel bad because they are unique. It might
be expensive to expand education like this, but it is
worth it.”

“Education through experience! Canadian youth
should have opportunities to travel Canada and
experience the diversity. This leads to greater
understanding and unity.”

“Can we not, with the help of CPRN and the new
Canadian Centres of Learning, build an inventory
of best practices in particular fields…so that you
don’t have to recreate something in every single
province? We all said that in Canada we’re very
decentralized and diverse, which is great – there
are all kinds of experiences, but we spend our time
reinventing the wheel and that’s what we have to
stop doing.”

“We’re talking about identifying what are the core
competencies that you need to have for whatever
job you’re training for. If we can identify [that]
with employers and industry across the country,
that should be the currency that allows you to
move from one province to another and from one
system to another without all these blockages...we
can have that mobility while at the same time
encouraging all kinds of diversity of courses that
are linked to local realities and pedagogies and
ways of learning that are quite different.”
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Education is supposed
to be the great leveller
but too often we face
barriers in having our
education credits recognized when we move from one
province/territory to another. We also worry that our
provincial/territorial educational systems do not have
enough in common. We are a very mobile population
and think in national and international terms. We do
not want our options to be limited because of
jurisdictional wrangling. We want to be assured that
there are well recognized common standards for
education that give us confidence.

We recognize that education is a provincial jurisdiction
but feel that this must not prevent governments from
working together to achieve national standards. We have
them in health or at least we are working toward them –
they are no less important in education. The provincial/
territorial and federal governments need to work
together to create a pan Canadian curriculum that
reflects our common values and vision while respecting
regional/provincial uniqueness.

We should be
sharing our
e d u c a t i o n a l
resources and
best practices
to reduce
d u p l i c a t i o n
and build on
successes. For that reason we call on the federal
government to work with the provinces and territories
to create a national electronic data base with all
textbooks, resources, and other educational information
accessible to all schools.

We recognize that education is a provincial
jurisdiction but feel that this should not
prevent governments from working
together to achieve national standards. We
have them in health or at least we are
working toward them – they are no less
important in education.

Our Vision…

In our Canada we support people who want to join
the workforce and we have high quality workplaces.
These supports include a higher minimum wage linked

with wage supplements and
health benefits, and strong
employment standards that are
enforced. We do a good job of

matching labour market needs with supply,
giving students and workers the best available
information about which jobs are in highest
demand. Canada has a fair system of evaluating
and qualifying foreign professional and trade
credentials, so newcomers can contribute their
skills and make better lives for themselves and
their families. We encourage entrepreneurship
and small businesses. Finally, in our Canada we
have more inclusive and holistic measurements
of how our economy is doing, including the value
of unpaid care giving (children and seniors), the
environmental costs of economic development
and the distribution of wealth.

Actions, Roles and Responsibilities…

Common Employment Standards

Developing and enforcing a
comparable and fairer set of labour
standards that apply across the country
serves two important purposes: it
supports a more efficient economy with
improved mobility for workers, and it
improves the lives of low-income
families and individuals. The federal

government should take leadership by convening
the provinces and territories to develop common
employment standards. Collectively,
governments must ensure strict compliance and
effective enforcement mechanisms. Employers
and unions share responsibility for collaborating
with governments on the creation of common
standards. Employers and unions have a dual
role: informing workers/members, and adhering
to standards.

Governments need to take additional initiatives
to support certain groups who face higher rates
of unemployment, low-wage work and non-
standard work (e.g. Aboriginal people, persons
with disabilities, newcomers, low-wage workers,
single parents), by providing training and
improving and enforcing employment standards.
Employees have a right and also a responsibility
to be fully informed about employment
standards.

We want to be assured that there is a
common standard for education that
gives us confidence.

Work
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A Coordinated Professional, Trades
and Technology Accreditation System

Professional, trades and technology workers face
barriers in moving across the country because
professional and vocational accreditation systems
are not aligned. The current
situation also prevents many
newcomers from working in
their chosen fields because their
credentials are not recognized.
This must change – Canada
should not be deprived of their
skills, especially those in the health care professions,
and they deserve to have fair access to jobs in their
fields of specialization. We expect governments to
collaborate with professional and vocational
accreditation institutions to develop a common
approach to recognizing employment credentials.

Towards High Quality Workplaces

Workplaces are most productive when team-
oriented practices are valued and used. Employees
should be seen as stakeholders whose ideas and
commitment are needed for productive, innovative
and profitable organizations. In general, employers
should be offering more opportunities for skills
upgrading and governments should provide tax
incentives to encourage upgrading.

It is in the interests of employers to provide
opportunities for skills upgrading: this will improve

We expect governments to collaborate with
professional and vocational accreditation
institutions to develop a common approach
to recognizing employment credentials.

productivity and reduce employee turnover.
Employees have responsibilities too: they must be
prepared to commit time to improving employability
skills and to contributing their best efforts to their jobs.

Another way to promote higher quality workplaces
is through the creation of a national job quality/job
classification tool kit that would allow workers and
employers to rank work places and jobs, including
qualitative indicators such as employee ratings.
Governments would take the lead by bringing
together employers to create the tool. Employers
would collaborate on the design and share the cost of
its creation and maintenance. Students, our families
and educational / training institutions would make
full use of the tool to inform their choices on work
options.

A Balanced Approach to Reducing
Low-wage Work

“We want to increase education and awareness of
issues on non-standard workers and their rights…
A commitment to social justice with the inclusion
of Aboriginal people, people with disabilities, single-
parent families, and immigrants.”

“I would like to see immigrants working to better
their lives at fair wages. Canadians shouldn’t be
taking advantage of cheap labour. We should really
be putting ourselves into their position.”

“We in Canada have so many talented immigrants
with lots of education who are working as taxi
drivers and cleaners. We should be recognizing
their education and using it to better our country.”

“…a system giving job-seekers an opportunity to
find the best job…to see the best benefits [offered
by the employer] that revolve around those jobs.”
[translated from the French]

“Minimum wage would be increased and
employer / employee relationships would be
strengthened through benefits and training.”

“…the government role is really acting as a
facilitator. e.g. First a national child care strategy
which would vary according to community needs,
but be affordable and accessible, is really an
enabling investment which allows women to
participate in the workforce. It allows transitions
from welfare to work and promotes quality learning
for children. Second is a national drug plan as a
key cost from employers towards governments,
would allow space for raising the purchasing power
of workers…a way of breaking out of the two
solitudes of the minimum wage debate.”

“Minimum wage should match the cost of living.
There are some regions earning $6.25 an hour. I
don’t think anyone can survive on that.”
[translated from the French]
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As current and future workers, we are prepared to work
hard and we expect employers to commit themselves to
us, too, by respecting employment standards and
providing better work conditions, higher minimum
wages, and opportunities for training and reasonable
work-life balance.  But the responsibility and burden on
employers must not be too high – governments have a
role to play through providing wage supplements and
health and drug benefits for lower income workers.

A balanced approach whereby governments and
employers share responsibility for improving conditions
for low wage workers and non-standard work is the
most practical and fairest solution.

Another important way that governments can support
work is by supporting a national system of child care
that is affordable for all. Child care should be available,
both as a labour market support, and for its educational
value to society. This is true for all families but it is
especially important for those of us who are single
parents – without accessible childcare we face poor
prospects of being able to get into and stay in the
workforce. Childcare should be flexible, with a range of
options including workplace-based childcare,
community care and school-based childcare.

Promoting Small Business and
Entrepreneurship

But the responsibility and burden on
employers must not be too high –
governments have a role to play through
providing wage supplements and health
and drug benefits for lower income
workers.

Our Vision…

In our Canada we have a nation-wide approach
to health care where all Canadians can expect
similar high quality services.  We also have a
much stronger emphasis on prevention and help
people to live healthier lives. We invest more
resources in keeping the population physically
and mentally healthy. Our health system is
sustainable: it operates on the basis of long-term,
integrated planning. Health professionals from
many disciplines work closely together to serve
the needs of the individual. We take more
responsibility for our health through better
choices in diet, exercise and lifestyle and we have
better access to recreational facilities and physical
activities. Our governments and health
professionals collaborate on proactive education
and social marketing campaigns that provide
meaningful information needed to make better
choices.

Health

We need better pathways to use our creativity and
create our own jobs – entrepreneurship and small
business options deserve more support and will
pay off in terms of productivity and innovation.
Not everyone wants to work for an employer.
Quite a few of us are interested in using our
talents and creativity to create our own jobs.
Canada is losing out because too many potential
entrepreneurs and small businesses are
discouraged from this option due to financial and
cultural barriers. Encouraging this economic
activity will require our educational institutions
to include small business and entrepreneurship
as an attractive employment option. And
governments should be prepared to work with
financial institutions to provide reasonable
financial supports for new business start-ups.

“We don’t want to make small business go away by
paperwork and just bombarding them with other things.
We want to make sure that they’re free to grow and
create more jobs and at the same time, we want them to
have the opportunities to employ and teach on-the-job
training to new people.”

“Better and new incentive for the self-employed: more
money available for young entrepreneurs.”

“Entrepreneurialism is very powerful for change –
starts with an idea – and go do it.”
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Actions, Roles and Responsibilities…

Common Standards for Health Care

We expect to have a high quality, common standard
of health services across the country. This reflects
our desire for equality of all Canadians and our
belief that costs can be lowered by reducing
duplication and greater coordination.  Because we
are so mobile, we expect to be able to access health
services wherever we are in Canada, without facing
barriers as we move across provincial/territorial
boundaries. We are looking for a better flow of health
information and knowledge across Canada, both to
better serve individual needs and to share best
practices.

“We need a national health care plan – rather
than province to province health care plans.”

“We need to be more united as a country – and
work well together – not just operate in silos…
[there are] so many differences across provinces
(especially with health care and education).”

Prevention Makes Sense

We must move to approaches that emphasize “being
healthy” and invest in prevention of mental and
physical illnesses, rather than focus on treating
illness after the fact. This would achieve a number
of desirable outcomes:

• First, it would help achieve a healthier,
happier population;

• Second, it would reduce workplace stress
and absenteeism for health reasons, leading
to more productive employees and higher
productivity; and,

• Third, less illness means a reduction in
demands on the health care system,
improving wait times and reducing costs.

More transparent reporting on how public funds are
spent on health care, especially on treating illness, will
enable a better dialogue on reallocation of funds for
a prevention and health promotion agenda.

Educating and Informing for Wiser
Personal and Public Choices

We want information about how we can keep
ourselves healthy and about probable health
implications if we don’t. This includes information
about the costs of health care, especially the drain on
the health care system to treat preventable diseases.
We feel that if people have a better understanding of
these costs, they are more likely to use the system
wisely. We need greater access to programs and
services that will help to keep us healthy.
Governments should ensure that we have reliable
information about possible health implications of
things like food additives, chemicals in consumer
products and pollution.

Education programs - from primary schools to adult
education – must be in place so that children and
adults can learn about what it takes to stay healthy,
how the health care system operates and where our
money goes.  Schools need to practice what they
preach by allowing only healthy food and requiring

“I wish there was more money spent on
preventative health care: proper nutrition and
exercise, recognition of sign and symptoms of
mental illness, major physical ailments, stop
smoking programs, awareness issues concerning
STDs, obesity, suicide, etc.”

“Why does it have to be an emergency (an
expensive emergency) before we deal with health
issues?”

“…[we want] a sustainable and efficient health
care system which incorporates disease prevention
and personal accountability…”

“An approach to education, information, prevention
and communication which is easily accessible and
concise and widely available, comprehensive, about
what makes for healthy living and the benefits to
our health.”

“Canadians need more education on what is in the
food they buy – hormones, pesticides, herbicides,
steroids, carcinogens, so that they can make more
educated decisions regarding their health.”

“Increase funding for youth centres across the board
no matter how small the town or reserve. Youth of
all cultures should have a chance.”
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mandatory physical education programs.
Governments and communities should increase
funding for community centres to provide more
organized sports, recreational and social activities
for children and youth. This will serve to promote
healthier life styles, curb risky sexual behaviour and
discourage drug and alcohol abuse.

Businesses should help fund education campaigns
about healthy lifestyles and provide incentives to
employees to join fitness programs. We are conscious
of the negative effects of stress at work and home
and think that employers need to do their part
through measures to reduce stress in the workplace.
A number of us noted the pressure we are under as
we try to juggle education, work and family life, and
are looking for a future where it is easier to find a
reasonable balance.

Coordinated, Integrated,
Interdisciplinary and Community-based
Health Care Delivery System

From our perspective, Canada needs a more
integrated, coordinated approach to health care –
across jurisdictions and across health care
professions. Health teams that include a range of
different disciplines (doctors, nurses, social workers,
psychologists, nutritionists, etc) are a more effective
and efficient way to provide health care. We are
particularly concerned about mental health needs,
and feel that the current system doesn’t provide
integrated holistic care for people suffering from
mental illnesses, especially young people.

Health services should focus on the needs of the
individual and offer more
flexible community-based
services and approaches to better
meet the needs of the population.
For example, our population is
getting older.  We think that
designing mobile health care for

the elderly is a better way to meet many seniors’
needs. We need to have a system of affordable, quality
home care services across Canada. Currently, home
care services as part of publicly funded health care
are only available in some parts of the country.

Sustaining Our Health Care… More
Discussion is Needed

Health services should focus on the
needs of the individual and offer more
flexible community-based services and
approaches to better meet the needs of
the population.

While we agreed that Canada must maintain its
public, universally accessible system of health care,
we are less certain about how best to control costs
and maximize efficiencies. We believe that a big part
of the answer lies in greater investment in preventing
disease, thereby reducing some demand on the costs
of treating disease. We discussed a number of ideas
related to more sustainable funding, including the fact
that some private health care already exists. We do
not see privatization as a solution, but some of us
think that regulated user fees based on income may
be part of the answer and others are prepared to
consider greater use of privately delivered health care
services, as long as it does not harm the public system.
We did not arrive at a common solution, but we did

agree that more
informed dialogue with
Canadians, experts and
stakeholders is essential
before decisions are
made.

“There was a lot of discussion around Canadian
values and…support for public and universal
access to health care, but that was also tempered
with discussion around how do we think about and
what do we do with the fact that there are private
services delivered already within the system.”

“…everyone felt the need for more research and
exploration, particularly looking at international
models that have adopted systems that do have
private and public components to help us build on
our Canadian values and determine whether or not
we should move towards a hybrid model or move
away from that…it was felt this was a very complex
and in-depth dialogue that would require the
involvement of academics, policy makers, not-for-
profit organizations and the public…as a way to
…move beyond the polarization of the debate on
private and public…to have the best system we
can.”

“Move to an interdisciplinary, coordinated and
sustainable health care system that includes
physical and mental health problems with a focus
on prevention and inclusion.”

“This system needs to be adaptable, individual
based, service oriented, long-term and [it] includes
accountability for health care workers.”
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We do not see privatization as a solution,
but some of us think that regulated user
fees based on income may be part of the
answer and others are prepared to
consider greater use of privately
delivered health care services, as long as
it does not harm the public system.

This needs to
include exploring
the roles of the
public and private
sectors.

Regardless of what
the private/public
split is, we are concerned about having greater
accountability in the health field and want better
reporting on just what is being accomplished with
tax dollars. This will help us to have informed and
an in-depth dialogue about how to sustain and
improve our health care system.

Environment

Our Vision…

In our Canada we take a holistic, long-term view of
the environment. We act on our awareness of the many
interconnections between the environment and
ourselves – now, and for generations to come. Our
governments, the private sector, community
organizations and individuals share responsibility for
making wise choices and taking actions that protect our
environment both at home and abroad. Canada is a
world leader in environmentally friendly practices. We
minimize harmful impacts on the global environment,
support sustainable economies and a better quality of
life in developing countries.

Actions, Roles and Responsibilities…

A Culture Shift

We are deeply concerned about the state of the
environment, and feel that a lot more can be done to

protect it if only we change our
behaviours. We believe that we need
a significant shift in Canada in how
we, both as individuals and as a
society, think about the environment.
This requires us to be much more
conscientious about the connections
between the environment and our

quality of life, both now and in the future. Can
we really improve our economy and our health
if we neglect to care for our environment too?

It is easy to say environment is important, but a
lot harder to internalize what we value and make
the environment a priority. We have to shift our
attitudes across the country from one of “this
would be nice” to one of “this must happen.” Let’s
look long-term – 7 generations from now, – what
impact will our choices and actions have on our
environment, for better or worse?

It’s time to take BOLD Action

“Why are we focused on making more rather
than using what we have better?  We are a
disposable society and this is not
appropriate.”

“The greatest Canada should be a…place
where people are willing to make sacrifices
in order to improve the environment.”

Changing our wasteful, materialistic society will
require that each of us choose to consume less. It
shouldn’t be a big deal to turn off lights at night
in office buildings, to consume less water, to use
reusable and biodegradable containers for food
and coffee, to replace plastic throw away bags
with canvas shopping bags and to reduce our use
of private vehicles. We already have a lot of green
technologies that are much friendlier to the
environment, to human health and to other
species. Why aren’t we implementing them as a
normal course of business?

If we are to improve the environment today and
achieve a sustainable environment for future
generations, we must be bold in our actions. This
applies to governments, industries and each one
of us as consumers and as citizens.
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Strong Leadership from Government

We are frustrated with the lack of concerted action being
taken by governments, industry and individuals to
protect the environment. We expect our governments
to make the environment a priority and demonstrate
serious leadership – we want them to take action now,
even though some decisions will mean short-term pain
for long-term gain.

We identified a bold goal to help motivate and focus
our collective efforts in getting serious about the
environment – Zero Waste in a Generation.  Achieving
this goal requires leadership from our governments and
a concerted, coordinated effort by everyone.

3Rs and Beyond – Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle

“…not just having regular recycling, but also more
available and more extensive, to include
composting.”  [translated from the French]

We are disappointed that recycling programs aren’t
uniformly available across the country and that many
of us don’t use the programs where they do exist. We
still see people throwing litter on the street when they
are right beside a recycling bin, and putting cans and
bottles in regular garbage, instead of recycling them. We
need to expand our current recycling programs, but also
go beyond them, because more of the same won’t get us
to where we need to be. It goes back to the need for a
significant shift in attitude and corresponding actions.

First and foremost, each of us must reduce our
consumption - both of man-made products and natural
resources. The less we consume and the more we reuse,
the less waste we have going to landfill.

Businesses, individuals and families need to commit
themselves to reduce consumption, use recycling
programs and demand them where they don’t exist.
Those communities with mandatory recycling and
composting can serve as models for others to learn from.
Governments at all levels must implement reuse and

recycle programs that are accessible to everyone
and are more comprehensive than current
programs. Special assistance should be provided
for remote communities that do not have access
to recycling services and facilities.

Governments have a responsibility to make
people more aware of the health, economic and
environmental benefits of the 3Rs.

What Does it Really Cost?

We need more realistic costing of natural
resources like water and energy to encourage
people and industry to reduce consumption. This
means a better reflection of the impact on the en-
vironment in the pricing of goods and services.
Businesses should be assessing the complete life-
cycle of their product, from raw materials con-
sumed in production through to the costs of dis-
posal once their useful life is done.

Consumers must think about how our
consumption affects people living in other
countries, especially developing countries where
there are greater risks of exploitation of both
people and the environment.

Measures of our success as a society, like Gross
Domestic Product, must be broadened to include
environmental costs and benefits of what we
produce.

Renewable Energy and Green
Technologies

“Stronger government and more conscientious
government that is willing to take action on current
environmental issues.”

“…have the guts to implement the use of energy
alternatives…”

“…it would save them money in production and
manufacturing costs, so it’s a win-win.”

This means a better reflection of the
impact on the environment in the pricing
of goods and services. Businesses should
be assessing the complete life-cycle of
their product, from raw materials
consumed in production through to the
costs of disposal once their useful life is
done.
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We should be using existing clean technologies even
if they cost more. We want to see much greater use
of renewable energy such as wind and solar power,
to help reduce our reliance on non-renewable
resources. Industry and governments have to invest
in making renewable energy widely available and
in ongoing research to develop new green
technologies. Through a combination of incentives
and legal requirements, governments should
support industry to improve and implement
technologies and processes that maximize the use
of renewable energy and environmentally friendly
operations.

Incentives and Penalties

Governments must provide intelligent incentives for
individuals and industry to encourage more
environmentally friendly behaviours, but we do not
believe positive incentives alone can do the job.
Governments also have to put in place clear
legislation with effective regulations and serious
penalties and actively enforce them.

Spread the Word

We need a lot more education and awareness-raising
about the environment and how we live. The more
informed people are about the environmental
impact of the choices they are making, the better
their decisions will be. We need to know more about
these impacts, from both our governments and the
private sector. And we also need open and
transparent monitoring and reporting, including a
central, accessible place where individuals, as well
as organizations, can make commitments and
demonstrate how well they are living up to them.

We would like to see a large scale, nation-wide social
marketing initiative, led by governments, to help
change attitudes and improve our environmental

practices. Schools have a significant role to play in
helping children to develop good environmental
practices.

We encourage green labelling programs like the
Environmental Choice Program, to help consumers
make good choices. We can do a much better job of
sharing information about the best environmental
practices across Canada and with other countries.

The Private Sector as Environmental
Stewards

The private sector must be better environmental
stewards, through clean manufacturing processes,
sustainable management of our natural resources, use
of biodegradable products and incorporating
environmental considerations at the beginning, and
throughout the manufacturing cycle. Canadian
companies should be environmentally responsible in
their actions at home and abroad, and not exploit
lower environmental standards that may exist in other
countries.

We want transparent and reliable information about
the environmental record of industries, so we can
judge for ourselves whether they are taking their
stewardship responsibilities seriously. Equipped with
this information, we can vote with our wallets.

Governments should provide loans or grants only to
companies that protect the environment, not to those
who damage it. And when financial institutions in
Canada are considering applications for loans from
businesses, they should take into account the
environmental costs and benefits of a company’s
business plan.

“Encourage prevention and conservation in the
environment …forcefully induce a paradigm shift.”

“We’re also looking for a change in environmental
enforcement practices. Penalties should be actually
appropriate to the violations….For a lot of industrial
polluters it’s cheap - they simply pay the fine and
keep on going. So we need to have a review and
overhaul of our environmental protection and
enforcement legislation around what it actually
costs.”

“It’s very important for businesses, when designing
products to sell, to have an environmental vision, in
other words, produce products that are recyclable for
example. This isn’t done very often.” [translated
from the French]
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Canada as a World Leader

Canada needs a clear environmental vision, and the
conviction to be a world leader in sharing our knowledge
and technologies. We recognize that we cannot simply
impose our standards on other parts of the world and
we know that we compete with countries that may have
lower standards. However, it is most important that we
focus on sustainability for the long term and understand
the global nature of environmental impacts. Our
businesses and governments need to be responsible in
their actions both at home and abroad.

We expect our government to pursue environmentally
friendly and fairer trade practices in international
negotiations and agreements and to ensure those
agreements are implemented.

Each of us, as individual Canadians,
has significant responsibilities and an
essential role to play if we are to
achieve a sustainable environment. As
citizens, we need to vote and pressure
governments for leadership and action.
As consumers, we must reduce our
own consumption and use our
purchasing power to demand that
industry change its production
methods, reduce packaging, and use
more biodegradable materials.
Governments and industry need to
provide us with reliable information
about the impacts of products on the
environment to support us in making
responsible purchases.

“We should reduce our load on the environment
… do our part.”

“Signing accords is one thing, but we’re not living up to
them!”

“We want [Canada] to be an emergent leader in the area
of environment. We don’t just want to be reactive and
follow… we want to lead by example and first, we have
to get our own house in order.”

“Through the marketplace we can vote with our
wallets but the other thing we need to do is vote
with our votes. That means we need to question
our political leaders about where they stand on
environmental issues and be prepared to back
and support the people who are prepared to make
decisions and stand behind the decisions that
will support environmental sustainability.”

“…we need accountability at all levels. So we’re
looking for political accountability - federal,
provincial, territorial and municipal - corporate
accountability, and, I guess most importantly,
individual accountability. So what kind of
commitments can we make as individuals to
actually contribute to a more sustainable
environment?”

Shared Responsibility
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4 Active Citizens in a Renewed Democracy

Our Vision…

In our Canada we and our fellow Canadians are
well informed about public issues and our
governments and political parties seek out and
respectfully consider our ideas.  Citizenship truly
means something – we are expected to play an active
role in our communities and in policy decisions and
our public and civic institutions support us in these
roles. Our involvement takes many forms –
volunteering locally, nationally or abroad; voting;
joining interest groups; advocating for change at
home and abroad; expressing our thoughts publicly
through the media and protesting where necessary.
We take our responsibilities as global citizens to
heart, and our public policies reflect Canada’s
substantive role in furthering human rights,
democracy and justice in the world.

Actions, Roles and Responsibilities to
Move Towards Our Vision…

Equip Us to Be Active Citizens

We don’t have a very good understanding of how
government works.  If we are to make informed
choices about policies and vote intelligently we need

a higher level of civic literacy. Right now the “system”
is foreign to many people, especially younger
Canadians. We need to know what and where the
entry points are if we are to exercise our
responsibilities and rights. We also need to have more
meaningful information on what results are being
achieved through public policies: what is working and
what isn’t, and why.

Our education system needs to better equip people
to be engaged, by putting a much stronger emphasis
on public issues throughout the system, teaching
students how to think critically, how to engage with
others to really listen to different perspectives, not
sporadically, or just in one class but throughout our
school. We should leave school with the confidence
to become involved and the capacity to contribute to
solving problems in our communities and society.

We should consider instituting mandatory civic
service for young people - 16-18 year olds. We need
more programs that enable youth to experience
different parts of Canada and provide opportunities
to learn and contribute. This would help instil a strong
ethic of volunteering with a heightened awareness of
the diversity and commonality of the Canadian
experience.

Public Figures Should Set a Good
Example

“…a stronger focus on current events / government
issues in high school curriculum to encourage more
political involvement and interest in youth.”

“Critical thinking and analytical skills should be
promoted at all educational levels, in addition to
fact-based memorization (which students forget
weeks after the exams).”

“TV has influence on the population.  Why not
use this to sensitize people on stuff to do to make
our country a better place instead of using
commercials telling us what to buy.” It seems like
we know more about American politicians than we
do our own country.”

“It seems like we know more about American
politicians than we do our own country.”

“As Canadians, we should hold honesty at the heart
of all of our actions. Individuals, corporations,
employees, and especially the government.
Government scandals should not be tolerated, and
the perpetrators should be prosecuted more
harshly…Seriously, if we have a government that
is corrupt, how will honesty, integrity and truth
filter down to the rest of us.”

“…trust, accountability and transparency in the
political process – actions speak louder than words.”

“I hope that someday our government (politicians)
will be able to really show (and actually do what
they say they will do) passion for bettering
everyone’s lives.
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We are concerned about the scandals that seem to plague
governments. It should be the norm that those who serve
in public office act with integrity and respect for others.
We want to be able to trust our governments and others
in positions of influence and power. We look to them to
show leadership and take actions to restore our trust. This
would give us greater confidence and permit us to be
inspired by their passion and vision for the country.

Our Public Institutions Need to Change

Our public institutions must become much more
innovative, open and inclusive than they are now. Our
Parliament and legislatures should reflect the people of
Canada. To achieve this, we may need to reform our
electoral system, and find ways to achieve better
representation in our elected bodies. Some of us are
looking for an elected Senate and proportional
representation, which we think will make voting more
meaningful for
people. We are told
that our issues
aren’t considered
important, because
not enough of us
vote. If we had
more say, if people
were listened to, we would participate more. Democracy
must become more tangible and real. That means having
a bigger voice in decisions that affect us through new
avenues and mechanisms for participation.

Parliament also needs to become more democratic
internally, so that power is not so concentrated in the
Prime Minister’s office and individual MPs have a real
role to play in shaping the policies that speak to what
Canadians want.

Democracy must become more
tangible and real.  That means
having a bigger voice in
decisions that affect us.

Part of the political culture change must come
from how governments in Canada interact with
each other. Our federal, provincial, territorial and
municipal governments have a responsibility to
work together. They seem to spend more time
arguing with each other than focusing on what’s
best for Canadians.

Take Us Seriously as Citizens and
Take Citizenship Seriously…

Before we left the Dialogue and Summit last
November, most of us wrote a personal
commitment to take action as a result of our
experience in Ottawa.

Seventy-five percent of us pledged to become
more active citizens through actions such as:

♦ engagement in our communities,
♦ offering to share our experience in

local schools and community
groups,

♦ joining organizations,

“Grassroots, bottom-up participation and policy
making is essential, not ‘representative’
parliamentary democracy.”

“Young people are not well represented because
the youth population has no confidence in its
representation.” [translated from the French]

“A lot of people are discouraged… representatives
are not listening because youth don’t vote. People
who call to complain and set up meetings with
the MP are never young. Mechanisms are not
being used. Young people don’t understand how
they can get involved.”

“There would be more participation from the
people...the political system is 1,000 years old. It
has to evolve, be updated, like legislation...”
[translated from the French]

Political parties are part of the problem, but they
are also part of the solution. They must actively
reach out to the public, especially young people,
and welcome our involvement in politics if they
are to be relevant in the future – they need us.
Parties shouldn’t sit back and wait for us to come
knocking on their doors.
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♦ meeting with and writing to our MP
or MLA and our local newspapers
about issues that are of concern to us.

Many of us committed ourselves to vote in the
January 2006 election, and at least one of us plans to
run for Parliament in a few years.

We don’t want to sit on the sidelines and expect
governments to do everything for us. If we don’t
like what our governments are doing, we are the
only ones who can change things. If we want our
communities to be better places to live, we are the
ones who must do something about it. We talk a lot
about how great it is that we have so many rights
and freedoms in Canada, but we don’t talk enough
about responsibilities that should come with
citizenship. We should expect more from citizens in
terms of contributing to making Canada a better
place for everyone.

If we want our communities to be
better places to live, we are the ones
who must do something about it.

“The government should give more decision-making
power to the people and youth (+18) because they are
the ones who will have to live with the consequences
of these choices.” [translated from the French]

“There’s a lack of trust within our system generally,
so how do we, as individuals, help to create a climate
of trust?  I guess we would suggest that we need to do
that by taking individual action.”

“This dialogue has really stretched my thoughts and
opinions – I leave with a greater understanding and
motivation to be an active participant in my
community.”

We expect our governments and communities to take
citizenship seriously. This means supporting all of us
– children, young people and adults, newcomers and
those who were born here – to understand what
citizenship means in Canada. Then support us in our
citizenship roles, in whatever ways we choose to
realize them.
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5 Summary of Recommendations

1. Reorient our system of public education to
reflect a ‘right to learn’ and to promote life long
learning. To achieve this we need to bring
schools into the community and the community
into schools.

2. Create a pan-Canadian system of education with
high quality common standards and
accreditation systems to support mobility of
learners and workers and improve labour
market efficiencies. Create and maintain a on-
line national education resource data base that
includes course learning materials, learning
tools and best practices (education institutions
and governments). Consider the creation of a
student portfolio system (personal, volunteer,
work and education credits) to replace the
transcript system.

3. Create accountable, higher quality, student-
centred and relevant education, with particular
attention to those most left behind – this means
the creation of a creative, engaging and relevant
curriculum and appropriate teaching methods.
Establish a national youth ambassador program
that brings young adults back to schools to serve
as mentors.

4. Increase access to and quality of post-secondary
education for all qualified students through a
mix of increased student loans and grants,
increased investments in institutions, employer-
sponsored bursaries and scholarships and richer
tax incentives to encourage families to save for
their children’s education.

5. Improve and promote alternative pathways
(non-university) to learning and jobs through
increased investments in and attention to
vocational, trades and technology education,
including more partnerships with businesses
and community organizations.

6. Develop, publicize and enforce common (and
higher) employment standards across Canada.
Federal government to show leadership in
convening provincial/territorial governments
and employer associations to develop standards.

7. Improve conditions for non-standard low-wage
standard jobs across Canada. This should be done
through a combination of actions: employers raise
minimum wages and governments provide wage
supplements and health benefits, and support a
child care system across the country.

8. Promote higher quality work-places that respect
healthy work-life balance and provide
opportunities for skills upgrading and on the job
training. Create a national job quality and
classification resource to help workers identify
quality jobs.

9. Promote and support small business and
entrepreneurship work options for young people
in schools and in partnership with financial
institutions.

10. Enable the mobility of workers across Canada,
including removing barriers facing foreign
trained workers. Governments and employers to
collaborate on the creation of a national
accreditation system.

11. Establish and enforce common standards for
quality health care across Canada and increase
accountability for health results through
transparent and meaningful reporting on
progress made on health outcomes.

Learning Work

Health
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12. Reorient the health care system to emphasize
prevention and coordinated, multi-disciplinary,
holistic patient-centred care. Reallocate funds from
the health care system to health promotion and
prevention.

13. Improve public information and education
strategies to better support decision making on
health and lifestyle choices.

14. Sustain a universal, publicly funded health care
system. Open up a national dialogue to explore and
determine the best options on how to sustain our
publicly funded system and address mounting costs
(including discussion on private/public delivery,
greater use of private insurance and user fees).

15. Promote a culture shift in how we think about the
environment: inform and educate the public,
business and community on the need for
environmental sustainability and the consequences
of failing to take decisive action now. Implement a
pan Canadian social marketing strategy and employ
consumer programs like Environmental Choice to
encourage this culture shift.

16. Encourage more environmentally friendly
behaviours and strengthen public and private
accountabilities through a combination of better
enforcement of stronger regulations and penalties,
intelligent incentives and better information to
support informed decisions.

17. Push our commitment to the 3Rs (reduce, recycle
and reuse) to a higher level and aggressively
promote green technologies and renewable energy.
Increase availability of environmentally friendly
public transit and provide incentives to encourage
use. Strive for zero waste in a generation (ZWIG).

18. Price products and services that use non-renewable
resources to better reflect the true costs of production
and disposal (full life cycle of products).

19. Ensure that our education system properly
equips us to become active citizens engaged
in political and civic life through a rethink
and redesign of civic education to emphasize
participation, not just rote learning. Move
from civics as an ‘option’ to building it into
the core curriculum throughout school.

20. Increase public trust in public leaders by
redefining the relationship between people
and politicians to encourage greater
transparency and accountability.

21. Reform our democratic institutions and
practices to encourage and support greater
participation and to make them reflective of
our diversity. Strengthen the role of the
Member of Parliament/Legislatures in
shaping the policies that reflect what
Canadians want.

22. Transform the culture of intergovernmental
bickering to one of collaboration where
governments are guided by what is good for
Canadians.

23. Take citizenship seriously and take citizens
seriously. Governments need to support
Canadians in our citizenship roles and make
space for us at the policy table. Canadians
need to become more engaged.

Environment

Citizenship
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